Abstract. For certain characters of the compact torus of a reductive p-adic group, which we call strongly parabolic characters, we prove Satake-type isomorphisms. Our results generalize those of Satake, Howe, Bushnell and Kutzko, and Roche.
may assume that G is defined over Z. Then G(O) is a maximal compact (open) subgroup of G(F ). Let H (G(F ), G(O)) denote the convolution algebra of compactly supported G(O)-bi-invariant complex valued functions on G(F ).
A celebrated theorem of Satake [Sat63] states that we have a canonical isomorphism of algebras (1.1)
We are interested in generalizing this isomorphism to nontrivial smooth charactersμ ∶ T (O) → C × , as follows. Let Wμ ⊆ W denote the stabilizer ofμ under the action of the Weyl group. Then it is natural to pose: Problem 1. Construct a pair (K, µ) consisting of a compact open subgroup T (O) ⊆ K ⊆ G(O) and a character µ ∶ K → C × extendingμ, such that we have an isomorphism of algebras
where H is the convolution algebra of (K, µ)-bi-invariant compactly supported functions on G(F ).
The Satake isomorphism provides a solution for the above problem forμ = 1. In this paper, we solve the above problem for a large class of characters of T (O) which we call "strongly parabolic characters," which are by definition characters such that Wμ is the Weyl group of a Levi subgroup L < G, and moreover such thatμ extends to L(F ). This appears to be the proper generality where the problem has a positive solution. Our construction of K is tied to L. We think of the isomorphism H (G(F ), K, µ) ≃ C[Ť Wμ] as a Satake isomorphism for the (possibly) ramified characterμ. Therefore, we call these isomorphisms ramified Satake isomorphisms. For characters that are not strongly parabolic, we do not have a reason to expect a positive answer to Problem 1.
1.2. History. Following Satake, R. Howe studied Problem 1 for G = GL N [How73] . Via an isomorphism which he called theμ-spherical Fourier transform, he completely solved the problem for the general linear group. Howe's paper went largely unnoticed; however, several cases of Problem 1 were subsequently solved using other methods.
In [Ber84] , [Ber92] , Bernstein constructed a decomposition of the category of representations of G(F ) using the theory of Bernstein center. Each block admits a projective generator. In particular, for every characterμ ∶ T (O) → C × , one has a block of representations of G(F ), which we denote by Rμ(G). Bernstein proved that the center of Rμ(G) is canonically isomorphic to C[Ť Wμ]; see, for instance, [Roc09, Theorem 1.9.1.1]. Moreover, he gave an explicit description of a projective generator for each of these blocks; see the RHS of (1.8). When the characterμ is regular ; i.e., Wμ = {1}, then the center is C[Ť ], and it identifies canonically with the endomorphism ring of Bernstein's generator.
In a fundamental paper [BK98] , Bushnell and Kutzko organized the study of representations of G(F ) via compact open subgroups into the theory of types. Namely, they proposed that one should be able to obtain a projective generator for every block of representations of G(F ) by inducing a finite dimensional representation from a compact open subgroup. The pair of the compact open subgroup and its finite dimensional representation, up to a certain equivalence, is called the type.
In [BK99] and [BK93] , they explicitly construct types for every block of representations of GL N . In particular, they construct projective generators for the principal series blocks Rμ(GL N ). When the characterμ is regular, their construction provides a pair (K, µ) satisfying the requirement of Problem 1. We note, however, that Bushnell and Cuzco's construction of types is technically involved, since they consider all blocks (not merely the principal series blocks); in particular, we were not able to locate exactly where in their papers they construct types for the principal series blocks of GL N .
2 Finally, Roche [Roc98] constructed types for principal series representations of arbitrary reductive groups in good characteristics (which excluded in particular those listed in Convention 6). In the case thatμ is regular, the type itself is a pair (K, µ) satisfying the conditions of Problem 1.
In this paper, we build on the methods introduced by Bushnell and Kutzko and Roche, and solve the problem for all strongly parabolic characters. We make use of Roche's type in order to construct a pair (K, µ) satisfying the conditions of Problem 1.
On characters of T (O)
. A significant part of this paper, which may be of independent interest, is devoted to defining and studying certain smooth characters of T (O). Recall that a subgroup W ′ ⊆ W is parabolic if it is generated by simple reflections. The Levi subgroup L associated to W ′ is the subgroup generated by T and the the simple roots corresponding to the simple reflections in W ′ along with their negatives.
Definition 2. Letμ ∶ T (O) → C × be a smooth character.
(i)μ is parabolic if the stabilizer Stab W (μ) ofμ in W is a parabolic subgroup.
(ii)μ is strongly parabolic if it is parabolic with Levi L and extends to a character of L(F ).
(iii)μ is easy it is parabolic and it extends to a character of
It follows immediately from the definition that the trivial character and all regular characters are easy. Moreover, it is clear that (1.3) easy ⇒ strongly parabolic ⇒ parabolic.
The reverse implications can all fail; see Examples 19 and 27. To state our results regarding these characters, we need some notation. Let ∆ denote the set of roots of G. Let X, X ∨ , Q, Q ∨ denote the character, cocharacter, root and coroot lattices of G, respectively. Below we will frequently impose the conditions that either X Q is free or X ∨ Q ∨ is free (or both). We remark that X ∨ Q ∨ being free is equivalent to [G(C), G(C)] being simply-connected, while X Q being free is equivalent to the statement that G(C) has connected center.
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Theorem 3. Letμ ∶ T (O) → C × be a smooth character.
(i)μ is easy if and only if it is parabolic and can be written as a product χ 1 ⋯χ l , where each χ i is a character T (O) → C × which is a composition of a Wμ-invariant rational character
The following are equivalent:
(a)μ is strongly parabolic;
is strongly parabolic.
If ∆ is simply-laced and X Q is free, then every character of T (O) is strongly parabolic.
Section 2 is devoted to the proof of the above theorem.
We now indicate what the above theorem implies for characters of various groups. By G Z we mean G Z(G). The letter N denotes a positive integer. We let E n , n = 6, 7, 8 (resp. F 4 and 1 This follows from the fact that if G is a (connected split) semisimple group, then X Q equals the dual of Z(G(C)) and X ∨ Q ∨ equals the dual of π1(G(C)); see, for example [Con12, Example 6.7] . For example, for SL2, we have
G 2 ) denote the split reductive group whose associated complex group is the connected, simplyconnected, simple group of type E n (resp. F 4 and G 2 
] associated a possibly disconnected split reductive groupH =Hμ over F . The connected component ofH is an endoscopy group for G. It follows from Theorem 3.(ii) that strongly parabolic characters are exactly those characters for whichH is the Levi of a parabolic of G (and in particular connected). In more detail, by [Roc98, Definition 6 .1], the coroots α ∨ of the connected component H of the identity ofH (as a complex reductive group) are exactly those for whichμ ○ α ∨ O × = 1, and by [Roc98, Lemma 8.1.(i)], the stabilizer ofμ equals the Weyl group of H (and is not bigger) if and only ifH = H. Then, we conclude because the Weyl group of H is a parabolic subgroup of the Weyl group of G if and only if H is a Levi subgroup of G (i.e., its roots form a closed root subsystem of those of G).
Satake isomorphisms.
In this section, we let G be a connected split reductive group over a local field F . We impose the following restrictions on the residue characteristic of F .
Convention 6. For every irreducible direct factor of the root system of G, we assume that the residue characteristic of F is not one of the following primes:
Theorem 7. Let G be a connected split reductive group over a local field F whose residue characteristic satisfies the above restrictions. Then for every strongly parabolic characterμ
As mentioned above, in the case of G = GL N , the above theorem is due to Howe [How73] , and ifμ is regular, then the above theorem follows by combining results of Bernstein [Ber84] , [Ber92] , Bushnell-Kutzko [BK98] , [BK99] and Roche [Roc98] . As far as we know, the generalization to strongly parabolic characters is new. 
On the other hand, in the present article, following more closely the types of [Roc98] , we take instead
In both cases,μ extends to a character µ ∶ K → C × and one has an isomorphism
. This example shows that the subgroup K of Theorem 7 is not necessarily unique.
To prove Theorem 7, we use Roche's result on types for principal series representations. Given an arbitrary smooth characterμ ∶ T (O) → C × , Roche [Roc98] constructed a compact open subgroup J ⊂ G(F ) (which depends on the choice of B) and an extension µ
is a progenerator for the principal series Bernstein block of G defined byμ. More precisely, a combination of results of Bushnell and Kutzko, Dat, and Roche implies that in this situation, one has an explicit isomorphism of G(F )-modules
Here, ι denotes the functor of parabolic induction. 2 See §3.4 for the explicit description of Φ. Note that the endomorphism algebra of W is canonically isomorphic with H (G(F ), J, µ J ).
Now suppose the characterμ is strongly parabolic. Let L denote the corresponding Levi and let µ
Moreover, we show that there exists a canonical character µ ∶ K → C × which extends µ J and µ L . Theorem 7 states that the Hecke algebra H (G(F ), K, µ), consisting of compactly supported (K, µ)-bi-invariant functions on G(F ), is isomorphic to C[Ť Wμ]. To prove this result, we realize H (G(F ), K, µ) as an endomorphism ring of a family of principal series representations, which we call a central family. V ∶= ind for generic maximal ideals m ⊂ H , the G(F )-module V mV is an irreducible principal series representation. (We will neither prove nor use the last statement.) We will now give an alternative description of V . Let P ⊇ B be a parabolic subgroup whose Levi is isomorphic to L. Let
Theorem 10. Under the assumptions of Theorem 7, we have a canonical isomorphism of
We prove the above theorem by identifying V and Θ with submodules of W and Π, respectively. Then, using the explicit description of Φ in (1.8), we show that Φ V ∶ V → Π defines an isomorphism onto Θ. On the other hand, the endomorphism ring V identifies with H (G(F ), K, µ). Thus, to prove Theorem 7, we need to compute the endomorphism algebra of Θ. To this end, we will use a theorem of Roche [Roc02] on parabolic induction of Bernstein blocks.
Remark 11.
(i) As mentioned above, in this paper, we construct the pair (K, µ) satisfying requirement of Problem 1 by using Roche's pair (J, µ 1.6. Further directions. The proof of Theorem 7 given in this paper is rather indirect; moreover, it relies on nontrivial results of Bernstein, Bushnell and Kutzko, Roche, and Dat. In a forthcoming paper [KS] , we hope to give a direct proof of this theorem by writing an explicit support preserving isomorphism
. In other words, we hope to prove Theorem 7 using combinatorics and the classical Satake isomorphism. This proof should also make clear the geometric nature of the group K and some of its double cosets in G(F ); in particular, we expect that it will help with the geometrization program (see below). In Definition 9, for strongly parabolic characters of the compact torus, we constructed "central families". The endomorphism ring of the central family identifies canonically with the center of the block defined by the character; moreover, generic irreducible representations in the block appear with multiplicity one in the central family. It would be interesting to find analogous central families for other Bernstein blocks.
It is well-known that the Satake isomorphism allows one to realize the local unramified Langlands correspondence. In more detail, letǦ denote the complex reductive group which is the Langlands dual of G. Using the classical Satake isomorphism (1.1), one can show that we have a bijection we obtain a bijection between unramified representations of G(F ) and semisimple conjugacy classes inǦ. It would be interesting to study the role of the ramified Satake isomorphisms (i.e., the ones given by Theorem 7) in the local Langlands program.
In [HR10] , a version of the Satake isomorphism for non-split groups is proved. On the other hand, there is also now a Satake isomorphism in characteristic p; see [Her11] . We expect that there is also a version of Theorem 7 for non-split groups and one in characteristic p.
Finally, we expect that there is a geometric version of Theorem 7. The geometric version of the usual Satake isomorphism is proved by Mirkovic and Vilonen [MV07] , completing a project initiated by Lusztig, Beilinson and Drinfeld, and Ginzburg. In the case of regular characters; i.e., in the case that the stabilizer of the character in the Weyl group is trivial, a geometric version of Theorem 7 is proved in [KS11] . In [KS11, §1.4], we conjectured the theorems proved in this article; moreover, we formulated precise conjectures for geometrizing these results. We hope to return to this theme in future work.
1.7. Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Alan Roche for very helpful email correspondence. He sketched proofs of several technical results for us; moreover, he brought to our attention the references [Roc02] , [Dat99] , and [Blo05] . We would like to thank J. Adler for reading an earlier draft and several useful discussions. We also thank Loren Spice for helpful conversations. We thank V. Drinfeld for pointing out to us Proposition 45 which plays a crucial role in this paper and sharing with us his notes on easy algebraic groups. Finally, we thank the Max Planck Institute for Mathematics in Bonn for its hospitality.
2. Parabolic, strongly parabolic, and easy characters 2.1. Conventions. Let F be a local field with ring of integers O, unique maximal ideal p, residue field F q , and uniformizer t. Let G be a connected split reductive group over F with F -split torus T . Replacing G if necessary by an F -isomorphic group, we may (and do) assume that G and T are defined over Z. Let W = N G (T ) T denote the Weyl group.
Let ∆ = ∆ G denote the roots of G (with respect to T ). For α a root in ∆, we write α ∨ for the corresponding coroot. Let X = Hom(T, G m ) and X ∨ = Hom(G m , T ) denote the the character and cocharacter lattices, respectively. Let Q ⊆ X be the root lattice, and let
sat is a torsion free abelian group. To an element λ ∈ X ∨ , we associate t
For every α ∈ ∆, let u α ∶ G a → G be the one-parameter root subgroup, where G a is the additive group. We assume these root subgroups satisfy the conditions specified in [Roc98, §2] .
Let H and K be topological groups and suppose H < K. Let χ ∶ H → C × be a character of H. We write ind K H χ for the space of left (H, χ)-invariant relatively compactly supported functions on K; that is, those functions f ∶ K → C whose support has compact image in K H and satisfy f (hk) = χ(h)f (k) for all h ∈ H and k ∈ K. The group K acts on this space by right translation.
2.2. W -invariant rational characters. We start this section with a general lemma which we will repeatedly use below.
Lemma 12. Let H be a group and K < H a subgroup. Then a character χ ∶ K → C × extends to a character of H if and only if χ K∩[H,H] is trivial. The same is true if H is an l-group (i.e., a locally compact totally disconnected Hausdorff topological group), and K is a closed subgroup.
3 Finally, the same is true if H is a connected split reductive algebraic group, K is a closed subgroup, and χ ∶ K → G m is a rational character.
Proof. It is clear that the assumption that χ be trivial on K ∩[H, H] is necessary. Conversely, if this is true, extending the character is the same as extending the induced character of
Therefore, all the statements of the lemma reduce to the case that H is commutative.
Then, the statement that any character of a subgroup of an abstract (discrete) abelian group extends to the entire group follows from the fact that C × is divisible, and hence injective. For the locally compact analogue, write C × ≅ S 1 ×R >0 . For characters to S 1 , the statement follows from Pontryagin duality. For R >0 , note first that, if H is compact, then there are no nontrivial continuous characters to R >0 . As an l-group always contains a compact open subgroup, this reduces the problem to the case H is discrete, where it follows as in the previous paragraph, since R >0 is divisible, and hence injective, as a discrete abelian group.
For the algebraic analogue, i.e., where H and K are connected split tori, the statement follows because applying Hom(−, G m ) to a short exact sequence 1 → K → H → H K → 1 of split tori is well-known to be an equivalence of short exact sequences of split tori with that of their weight lattices. Hence, the restriction map from characters of H to characters of K is surjective.
Lemma 13. Let G be a connected split reductive algebraic group over a field k with split torus T . Let χ ∶ T → G m be a rational character. The following are equivalent:
(
Proof. Lemma 12 implies immediately that (1)
we restrict a character of G to T , we obtain a character which is invariant under the conjugation action of N T (G). This proves (2) ⇒ (3). Next, suppose χ is W -invariant. Then
Since G m has no nontrivial character of order 2, it follows that
For the final implication, we use the canonical identification
By the notation on the RHS we mean the group subscheme of T whose R points equals
where R is a ring over k.
Remark 14. It follows from the above lemma that the group of characters of T which satisfy the above equivalent conditions is canonically isomorphic to
The last isomorphism follows from the following: the quotient
sat is free, and the resulting pullback maps Hom(
We don't need to assume that H is totally disconnected, if we use the fact from [HM06, Corollary 7.54] that every locally compact Hausdorff topological group contains a compact subgroup H ′ such that the quotient H H ′ is isomorphic to R n × D for a discrete group D. 4 For a proof of this statement over an algebraically closed field see, for instance, [DM91] , §0.20. Note that over an algebraically closed field, one does not need to use (Q ∨ )sat; more precisely, we havek
) sat has finite kernel and Z is torsion-free.
(More generally, for any finite-kernel quotient of finitely-generated abelian groups, the pullback map on Hom(−, Z) is an isomorphism.) Remark 18. By Lemma 13 and Proposition 15, the group of easy characters T (O) identifies canonically with
The last isomorphism follows from the fact that X
Proof of Proposition 15. The implication (ii) ⇒ (i) is immediate from Lemma 13. For the reverse implication, note that by assumptionμ is a character of
. Thereforeμ is canonically a character of
We conclude thatμ is a product of compositions of (smooth) characters of O × with rational characters Hom(X ∨ (Q ∨ ) sat , Z). By Remark 14, the group of such rational characters is canonically isomorphic to the sublattice X W of W -invariant rational characters. Therefore,μ has the form claimed in Part (ii).
Note that, ifμ is easy, then Lemma 13 implies thatμ extends to a character of G(F ), and hence of G(O). As the following example illustrates, the converse is not, in general, true.
∨ . Take the composition and the further quotient by the second factor, and view it as a character G(F ) → C × (which is trivial on t X ∨ ). The restriction of this character to T (O) is nontrivial, even though there are no nonzero W -invariant rational characters (and hence non nontrivial easy characters).
Nonetheless, in the next subsection, we give a combinatorial description of all characters of T (O) which extend to characters of G(F ), similar to the description of easy characters above. Definition 21. A smooth characterμ ∶ T (O) → C × is said to be extendable (to G(F )) if it satisfies the equivalent conditions of the above proposition.
Remark 22. Note that α ∨ generate the coroot lattice Q
It follows from the above proposition that the group of extendable (to G(F )) characters of T (O) identifies with (2.5)
The last isomorphism follows because (
× has a topology which is induced by the topology on O × . Therefore, we can speak of its smooth characters.
The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of Proposition 20. To this end, we will prove the following:
Let us explain how this implies the proposition. First, note that, given any character of T (O), there is a unique extension to a character of T (F ) trivial on t 2.4.1. Proof of (2.6).
Lemma 23. Fix an arbitrary ring R. Then,
⟩ α∈∆ holds for all G if and only if it holds when G(C) is semisimple and simply connected. In the latter situation, it is equivalent to
Proof. More generally, suppose we have an arbitrary morphism of groupsG → G and a subgroup T < G such that G is generated by T and the image ofG. Then, it is obvious that [G, G] is the normal subgroup generated by
π(G), T ], and [T, T ].
Returning to the situation of the lemma, letG be the connected reductive algebraic group such thatG(C) is the universal cover of [G, G](C). Let π denote the canonical morphismG → G. Abusively, we will use π also to denote the induced morphismG(R) → G(R). Note that π is an isomorphism on root subgroups; therefore, G(R) is generated by π(G(R)) and T (R).
Applying the considerations of the previous paragraph, we conclude that [G(R), G(R)] is the normal subgroup generated by the image π([G(R),G(R)]), along with [T (R), π(G(R))] and [T (R), T (R)].
Note that these are all contained in the normal subgroup generated by π(G(R)).
We
claim, however, that π(G(R)) is normal, so that [G(R), G(R)] ⊆ π(G(R)). Since G(R) is generated by π(G(R)) and T (R), it suffices to show that π(G(R)) is closed under conjugation by T (R). This follows because π(G(R))
is generated by the root subgroups and π(T (R)), and each of these are closed under conjugation by T (R). Therefore, forT <G the maximal torus ofG, we conclude that
The final equality holds because, for a simply connected semisimple root system, the maximal torus is generated by the coroot subgroups. The second assertion follows since [G(R), G(R)] ⊇ π[G(R),G(R)] and the set ∆ of roots is the same for G andG. For the final assertion (the case G =G), we only need to note that, in this case, T is generated by the coroot subgroups, so
Lemma 24. For a fixed ring R, the inclusion (2.8) holds for all G such that G(C) is semisimple and simply connected if and only if it holds for G = SL 2 .
Proof. Suppose G(C) is semisimple and simply connected. Then T (O) is generated by its coroot subgroups, so it is enough to show (2.8) for the image of all subgroups SL 2 → G corresponding to roots of G.
Lemma 25. The inclusion (2.8) holds for G = SL 2 in the case that either R = O for q > 2 or R is a field.
Proof. Let f ∈ R × and let α be the positive simple root. Then one can verify that (2.10) 1 0
We now consider the question of when the first and last matrices on the LHS are in [G(R), G(R)].
Generally, for g ∈ R × , (2.11) 1 0
.
x, g ∈ R} be the ideal of elements appearing in the lower-left entry of the final matrix. If this ideal is the unit ideal, then the LHS of (2.10) is in [G(R), G(R)], as desired. This is clearly true if R is a field such that R > 3. We claim that I R is also the unit ideal when R = O and q > 3. First, more generally for q > 2, we claim that I O ⊇ p. Indeed, the squaring operation is bijective on 1 + p, for all z ∈ p. So, we can take g ∈ O such that g 2 = 1 + z, and hence z ∈ I R . So for q > 3, to show I O is the unit ideal reduces to showing that I O p = I Fq is the unit ideal, which as we pointed out is true in this case.
It remains to show that, for R = O for q = 3, or R = F q for q ≤ 3, that (2.8) holds. We have to show this slightly differently, since now I R is not the unit ideal.
First, if R = F q and q = 2, there is nothing to show because now T (F q ) is trivial. If R = F q for q = 3, then it is well known that [G(F q ), G(F q )] has index three in G(F q ); since T (F q ) has order two, it follows that T (F q ) must be in the kernel of the abelianization map G(
This completes the proof of the lemma for R equal to a field.
Next, suppose that R = O and q = 3. Then, it suffices to show that
Indeed, if we show this, the inclusion reduces to
, which we have now established.
To show this, note that, by the above argument, I O ⊇ p. Hence, we can apply (2.11) to the case f ∈ 1 + p, and we conclude that α
Comparison between easy and extendable.
Corollary 26. Letμ ∶ T (O) → C × be a smooth character of G. Then
Proof. The first implication is immediate from Propositions 15 and 20. The second implication follows from the facts
, where s α is any lift to
The reverse implications can all fail. For the first implication, see Example 19. For the remaining two, we have the following:
where θ is a nontrivial character.
n , and letμ = (θ, ⋯, θ). Thenμ is W -invariant; however, it does not extend to G(F ). This is because, as observed in [Roc98, Example 8.4], the compositionμ ○ α ∨ is not trivial for all α (and in fact, the root subsystem whose coroots have trivial composition produces an endoscopic group SO 2n , which is not a subgroup of G).
where θ is a nontrivial quadratic character of O × . By assumption, (μ ○ α In certain situations, either (or both) of the first two implications in the above corollary become biconditionals.
Lemma 29.
The hypothesis of (i) is equivalent to the statement that, for some choice of simple roots α i , there exist cocharacters λ i ∈ X ∨ such that ⟨λ i , α i ⟩ = 1. Moreover, this condition is implied by either of the following: (a) X Q is free (b) The root system of G has no factors of type
Proof. (i) If the coroot lattice equals the span of the elements λ − w(λ) for w ∈ W and λ ∈ X ∨ , then (2.4) is satisfied. This is because W -invariance impliesμ(λ(x)) =μ(w(λ)(x)) for all x ∈ G m (O), and henceμ((λ − w(λ))(x)) = 1 for all x ∈ G m (O).
(i') First, we claim that Q ∨ ⊇ ⟨λ − w(λ) λ ∈ X ∨ , w ∈ W ⟩. Let α i , i ∈ I be a choice of simple roots. Since W is generated by the
This proves the desired containment. So, we need to show that the opposite inclusion is equivalent to the condition stated in (i').
Given λ i such that ⟨λ i , α i ⟩ = 1, we obviously get α This takes care of all root systems except for types A 1 , B n , C n , and G 2 . For type B n with n ≥ 3, the above argument shows that, for the standard choice of simple roots α 1 , . . . , α n where α n is the short simple root, then α ∨ i ∈ ⟨λ − w(λ)⟩ for i < n, since these are incident to a subdiagram of type A 2 ; for α ∨ n , it is still true that s αn (α
For type G 2 , if the simple roots are α 1 and α 2 , we see that s α 1 (α
∈ ⟨λ − w(λ)⟩, and the same fact holds (with opposite sign) when indices 1 and 2 are swapped. Note also that B 2 = C 2 , so we do not need to separately exclude B 2 .
(ii) The hypothesis is equivalent to the condition that Q ∨ is saturated in X ∨ ; i.e., Q
The result then follows from Remarks 18 and 22.
2.6. On parabolic characters. Recall that a smooth characterμ ∶ T (O) → C × is parabolic if its stabilizer in W is a parabolic subgroup. Here is an example of a character which is not parabolic. 
× is a character of order N . Then the stabilizer ofμ in W is the subgroup Z N of cyclic permutations, which is not parabolic (and in particular is not all of W ).
On the other hand, as the following proposition illustrates, in certain situations all characters are parabolic.
Proposition 31. Let G be a connected simply laced split reductive group. If X Q is free, then every smooth character of T (O) is strongly parabolic. If, moreover, X ∨ Q ∨ is free, then every smooth character of T (O) is easy.
Proof. Let ∆μ denote the collection of roots α ∈ ∆ such thatμ○α ∨ = 1. We claim that ∆μ is a closed root subsystem. Indeed, if α, β ∈ ∆μ and ⟨α, β⟩ = −1, then (α + β) ∨ = α ∨ + β ∨ , and so α + β ∈ ∆μ as well. Let L denote the Levi subgroup corresponding to ∆μ. It follows from Proposition 20 along with [Roc98] , Lemma 8.1.(i) and the comment at the end of p. 395, thatμ is strongly parabolic with Levi L (cf. Remark 5). Alternatively, if we use only from [Roc98] thatμ is parabolic, then we can apply Lemma 29 to deduce strong parabolicity. For the final statement, we again apply Lemma 29.
2.7. Proof of Theorem 3. Parts (i) and (ii) follow from Propositions 15 and 20, respectively. Next, we need a basic fact from the theory of reductive groups.
Lemma 32. Let G be a connected split reductive group over Z with split torus T . Let L < G be a Levi containing T .
( λ ∈ X ∨ ⟩ or, for some choice of simple roots α i , there exist cocharacters λ i ∈ X ∨ such that ⟨λ i , α i ⟩ = 1), then they are also satisfied when G is replaced by L.
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Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follow from the fact that Q Q L and Q ∨ Q ∨ L are always torsion free. For part (iii), we consider the condition (i'), i.e., the second condition. Note that, if this condition is satisfied for some choice of simple roots, it must be satisfied for all choices of simple roots, since two different choices are related by an element of the Weyl group. But, by definition, one can choose simple roots of L which form a subset of a choice of simple roots of G (and note that the (co)weight lattices are the same for L as for G). Hence condition (i') is satisfied for L.
Then, parts (iii) and (iv) both follow from Lemmas 32 and 29. Finally, part (v) follows from Proposition 31 and Lemma 32.
3. Central families and Satake Isomorphisms 3.1. Recollections on decomposed subgroups. We begin this section with some general remarks on compact open subgroups of G(F ). Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G with Levi decomposition LU 
For a parabolic P = LU + P , we let ∆ + P denote the set of roots of U + P . Similarly, we let ∆ − P denote the set of roots of U
Definition 33.
(1) The subgroup J is decomposed with respect to P if the product
is surjective (and hence bijective). (2) The group J is totally decomposed with respect to P if it is decomposed, and in addition, the product maps
are surjective (and hence bijective) for any ordering of the factors on the left hand side. (3) We say that J is absolutely totally decomposed if it is totally decomposed with respect to all parabolic subgroups P .
The above definitions are closely related to the ones given in [BK98, §6] and [Bus01, §1.1]. (Note, however, that similar decompositions appear in [BT72, §6] .) The following result, which is immediate from the definitions, is similar to a statement in [Bus01, §1.1].
Lemma 34. Let J be totally decomposed in G with respect to a Borel subgroup B. Then J is totally decomposed with respect to every parabolic P containing B.
In particular, if J is totally decomposed with respect to all Borels, then it is absolutely totally decomposed. The following lemma is also immediate from the definitions.
Lemma 35. Let J be a compact open subgroup of G which is decomposed with respect to a parabolic P . Suppose L(O) normalizes J + P and J − P . Then the subset K = JL(O) is a subgroup of G(F ); moreover, it is decomposed with respect to P ; that is, K = K
In particular, f is concave in the sense of Bruhat and Tits (see [BT72] , §6.4.3 and §6.4.5). Let (3.1)
Using the results of Bruhat and Tits, specifically [BT72, Proposition 6.4.9], Roche proved the following lemma.
Lemma 36. [Roc98, Lemma 3.2] The group J is absolutely totally decomposed in G. Moreover,
Next, let L be a Levi subgroup of G (by which we always mean a Levi for a parabolic subgroup containing T ). We are interested to know when K = JL(O) is a group. In view of Lemma 37, it is enough to check that L(O) normalizes J ± P for some choice of parabolic P with Levi component L. Lemma 37. Let P be a parabolic with Levi component L. Suppose that
Then L(O) normalizes J ± P . To prove the above, we will make use of the following lemma, which will also be useful later: 
Then f satisfies conditions (a) and (b).
It is clear (and standard) that f ∆ L satisfies conditions (a) and (b) (where we require in (a) that α, β, and α + β lie in ∆ L ). By hypothesis, f ∆∖∆ L satisfies conditions (a) and (b) (requiring α, β, and α + β to be in ∆ ∖ ∆ L in (a)). So we only need to check that, if α ∈ ∆ L and β ∈ ∆ ∖ ∆ L , then condition (a) is satisfied in the case that α + β ∈ ∆. This is immediate from (3.2).
Proof of Lemma 37.
Choose a subset ∆ + L ⊆ ∆ L of positive roots for L. Let g = f ∆∖∆ L , and let f ′ ∶ ∆ → Z be as in Lemma 38 (i.e., f ′ ∆∖∆ L = f ∆∖∆ L , f ′ ∆ + L = 0 and f ′ ∆ − L = 1). Let I L = J f ′ ∆ L < L(O) be the corresponding Iwahori subgroup containing T (O). Then I L ≤ J f ′ ,
and hence
is generated by all its Iwahori subgroups, so L(O) also normalizes J ± P . (Note that we could have also used the decomposition Corollary 40. Let L be a Levi subgroup of G. Let g ∶ ∆ → Z be a function satisfying the following properties:
For the reverse inclusion, note that it is obvious that J ± f ⊂ K, so we only need to show that L(O) ⊂ K. This follows from the fact that L is generated by T and the root subgroups. Thus, K = J f L(O). In particular, by the above proposition, we have a direct product decomposition K = K
. On the other hand it is clear that for α ∈ ∆ L , we have denote the conductor ofμ ○ α ∨ ; that is, the smallest positive integer c for whichμ(α
Lemma 41. [Roc98, §3] Suppose that characteristic of F q satisfies the conditions in (1.5). Then fμ satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of (3.2).
In particular, in view of Lemma 36, we obtain an associated compact open subgroup J = Jμ = J fμ . Note that the function fμ and the corresponding group Jμ depend on the partition of ∆ into positive and negative roots (or equivalently, on the chosen Borel B). While we ignore this in the notation, the reader should keep in mind that the Borel B is present. In particular, we have a decomposition
equalsμ and whose restriction to J • is trivial.
Letμ be a strongly parabolic character of T (O) and let L denote the corresponding Levi. Let P be a parabolic for L, and B the Borel subgroup of P . In terms of B, let f = fμ denote the function associated by Roche, and let J = Jμ denote the corresponding compact open subgroup of G(F ).
∨ +bβ ∨ where a and b are relatively prime to q (by our assumption on the characteristic of F q ; see Conventions 6). Therefore, for every β ∈ ∆ such that α+β ∈ ∆, the conductor ofμ○(α+β) ∨ equals the conductor ofμ ○ (β ∨ ); i.e., (3.6) fμ(α + β) = fμ(β).
The result then follows from Proposition 39.
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Let B L = B ∩ L denote the corresponding Borel subgroup of L. Let I L denote the corresponding Iwahori subgroup of L. Note that by (3.5), we have 
Applying the above fact, we conclude that there exists a character µ ∶ K → C × whose restriction to K [Roc98] , the residue characteristic is further restricted so as to obtain a nondegenerate bilinear form on the Lie algebra, but this restriction can be relaxed using the dual Lie algebra as in [Yu01] 5 It is easy to check that Π, thus defined, is isomorphic to the Π defined in (1.8).
Recall from (1.9) that V ∶= ind
The character µ L extends uniquely to a character of P ○ which is trivial on U + P (F ). By an abuse of notation, we denote this character by µ L as well. Then, recalling the definition of Θ in (1.10), we have an isomorphism
We identify Θ with the G(F )-module on the RHS of the above isomorphism. With this convention, it is clear that we have an inclusion Θ ↪ Π. To establish Theorem 10, we prove that the restriction of Φ to V defines an isomorphism G(F ) . We now resume the proof of Theorem 10. Note that every element of W can be written as a finite linear combination of elements of the form f 0 .g, where g ∈ G(F ). Next, the morphisms Φ and f ↦ f c (which represent morphisms W → V and Π → Θ) are G(F )-equivariant. Therefore, the above proposition implies that for all f ∈ W , we have Therefore, Φ V defines a morphism of G(F )-modules V → Θ. This clearly creates the commutative 18 square (3.10). Since the dotted arrows are surjective and the top horizontal arrow is an isomorphism, Φ V ∶ V → Θ is surjective. Since it is the restriction of Φ, which is an isomorphism, it is also injective. Thus it is an isomorphism.
3.5. Proof of Theorem 7. We will continue with the notation of the previous subsection.
Proposition 47. We have a canonical isomorphism End G(
Proof. The fact thatμ is parabolic with Levi L means that Wμ = N G (μ) T = N L (T ) T . In particular, N G (μ) ⊂ L(F ). By the main theorem of [Roc02] , parabolic induction with respect to P defines an equivalence of categories between Bernstein block of L corresponding to the pair (T (O),μ) and that of G. Under this equivalence, the L(F )-module ind
µ L is mapped to Θ. Thus, we obtain
Note that the algebra H (G(F ), K, µ) acts by convolution on the module V = ind
It is a standard fact that H (G(F ), K, µ) ≃ End G(F ) (V ). By Theorem 10, V is canonically isomorphic
L . By the preceding paragraph, the endomorphism ring of Θ is canonically isomorphic to the endomorphism ring of the L(F )-module ind
µ L . Therefore, we obtain a
Finally, recall that µ
Moreover, by the Satake isomorphism, we have a canonical isomorphism
Theorem 7 is established.
